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[image: Rita Romo]
Rita Romo20:27 21 Mar 24
Recommend All Star Electric. They did a wonderful job....  Adan, Mgr was great he was very informative & knowledgeable. My husband & I were very pleased with the work. Want to again Thank Adan, Kellie & Chris they communicated so we'll through all the whole process.read more


[image: LOU ELLA TAYLOR]
LOU ELLA TAYLOR00:20 20 Feb 24
From the time I first reached out for information, an...  estimate, and scheduling an appointment for service, the staff has been great! The customer service is outstanding, the office staff has consistently responded very promptly and kept me informed. Today, Javier took care of several projects for me. He did a fantastic job. Overall, the company has been represented by a great team. I could not be happier with the results AND service.read more
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Tim Crawford23:41 20 Jan 24
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Roland Gonzalez11:26 14 Jan 24



[image: Luis Pena Jr.]
Luis Pena Jr.21:04 02 Oct 23
Really down-to-earth people running the place. Kellie and...  Adan are awesome. Thank you for the experience. I would choose All-Star Electrical for all my electrical needsread more


[image: Sue Sipe]
Sue Sipe19:07 09 Aug 23
Kellie provided a great first impression for the company....  Great personality, communicated and assisted with my electrical requirements/scheduling. Technician Chris very knowledgeable and completed the work in a timely manner. I highly recommend this company for your electrical requirements. I rated them 5 stars and would rate them higher if possible!read more


[image: Amy Richardson]
Amy Richardson18:30 01 Aug 23
They responded quickly. I appreciated that they moved my...  appointment up when an opening became available. The workers were friendly and professional and explained all of the work they did. I will definitely be using them again.read more


[image: John Pearson]
John Pearson17:54 27 Jul 23
They came out quoted me a reasonable price for a...  camera/floodlight install and were done in a flash! I would recommend them to anyone needing this done.read more


[image: Mitch Huff]
Mitch Huff21:06 05 Jun 23
Just wanted to let everyone know how good Chris from All...  Star Electric was. Called when he was running 45 minutes behind schedule. Really appreciated the notice.Light is now up and running again. Would use againread more


[image: alice adame]
alice adame19:23 02 Jun 23
Rick is the one that came out to do the inspection in the...  house. He walked me through the house and documented everything that needed to be correct. It was very knowledgeable and he did an outstanding job and sent the report of what needed to be done and fixed. Ms Kellie let’s know what to expect when she walks into the house and starts inspecting the house. She takes you step-by-step if you have questions she will answer everything you need to know. she is very knowledgeable and I was very happy with her company. Everybody did an outstanding job. I would highly recommend it to my family and friends.read more


[image: Ian Jerde]
Ian Jerde17:26 02 Jun 23
All around stellar experience. Office team worked with me...  and even got me an earlier appointment when one opened up. Chris was my technician and he was amazing. Listened well, explained things so I could understand them and did outstanding work. Will definitely use All Star again as this experience has earned them my business.read more


[image: Tyson Anosrep]
Tyson Anosrep18:16 31 May 23
Chris came through and installed a designated circuit for...  my treadmill. He was very detailed as to the work required and what would be best for us. We discussed neutral jobs and he was informative as to the price of future work. Very polite and hospitable as he accomplished the job at hand. Thank you, All Star electric. Your name is very fitting!read more


[image: matt siudy]
matt siudy01:29 13 May 23
All Star Electric stepped up big time . After getting...  quoted nearly $800 by another company I called All Star and they did my work for less than half the price . The best part was they seemed to be the only company that worked with me on giving me a quote over the phone . Every other company I called wanted to send someone out to my house to give me a quote (so they can try to sell you in person ) . All Star helped me over the phone and came and did the work the next day . 5 stars for sure and I will be using them from now on . The lady who helped me I forgot her name was super sweet and helpful too. Thanks All Star !read more


[image: Shawn Ivey]
Shawn Ivey23:27 07 Apr 23
Fast response and up front pricing. We had a recent home...  inspection and the owner Rick explained exactly what was needed to ensure the house was in a safe condition. All Star communicated the date and time when the power would be turned off to complete the work and had everything done before the estimated completion time. Recommend their services to all of our friends.read more


[image: rickycoo7]
rickycoo717:25 23 Mar 23
The technician Chris called in advance to let me know when...  he would be arriving, showed up on time and was professional, kind and efficient in installing my Tesla charger in my garage finishing about an hour sooner than expected. Explained how everything worked as well and what to expect. Left a clean and smooth installation of breaker and cable running to the garage on exterior of home, very satisfied. Glad I’ll be saving money and countless accumulated hours not having to charge outside my home now!- Ricardo Cread more


[image: Jessica Dohner]
Jessica Dohner15:38 01 Feb 23
We hired All Star to install a battery car charger. They...  were prompt in their communication, fair in their pricing, and professional in their workmanship. We are pleased with our experience. I would recommend this company to anyone getting a Tesla charger installed.read more


[image: J Maalona]
J Maalona18:30 30 Jan 23
These guys went out of the way for me. From troubleshooting...  over the phone, to also answering questions about other stuff, I am really happy with this company. Friendly electrician was able to fix my issue quickly. I will be calling them next time I have electrical issues! 5 stars.read more


[image: Markesha Bradwell]
Markesha Bradwell17:38 23 Jan 23
Two of my circuit breakers went out. I decided to go on the...  BBB to get a reputable electrician.The receptionist was professional and courteous. I was able to make a same day appointment. The electrician was running ahead of time, professional, and efficient.The company honored the Military discount and also took $10.00 off for the review. Plus there is a 2yr warranty on their parts.I will use their services again in the future.Hopefully I won't have to 😊read more


[image: Russell Keller]
Russell Keller16:13 22 Dec 22
I was very pleased with the work that Chris did for us; he...  gave us some ideas about replacing kitchen lights, a quote, and then replaced the GFCI outlet in our garage. He made sure all the outdoor outlets worked and even replaced a cover that broke because it was so old.read more


[image: Hosang Kelly Yoo Kim]
Hosang Kelly Yoo Kim16:19 12 Dec 22
Excellent pricing, work quality and service. Chris was...  really great! Very knowledgeable, friendly and workmanship was excellent. Pricing was also very good compare to other companies quotes. Highly recommended!read more
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Please use the following button to leave us a review on Google.
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